


GLAMGLOW®

BUBBLESHEET™ Oxygenating Deep 
Cleanse Mask
Purifying your pores actually becomes fun with this 
oxygenating sheet mask that starts to bubble into 
a foaming cushion within 60 seconds. Leave it on 
for three minutes, use the charcoal sheet mask as 
a wash cloth to take off the bubbles, then you're 
good to glow.

VERB
Ghost Oil™
This hair oil is so lightweight, you barely know it's 
there. Work two to three pumps of the nourishing 
moringa oil blend through damp strands as a heat 
protectant before a blowout—or apply it to dry hair 
for extra shine.  

Smith & Cult
The Shining Lip Lacquer in Now Kith
Pucker up with this rosy nude shade that delivers 
a glass-like shine and boost of moisture thanks 
to the formula's coconut essence and portulaca 
pilosa extract. 

Milk Makeup
Liquid Strobe in Ultra Violet
Glide this rollerball of shimmery soft lavender liquid 
along your cheekbones, eyes, or collarbone for an 
out-of-this-world iridescent highlighting effect. 

Touch In Sol
Metallist Liquid Foil Lipstick Duo in Maria
This dual-ended tube has a rich metallic liquid 
lipstick and a complementing glitter gloss. Swipe 
on the matte lacquer, have it set for a minute, 
then top with the sparkly shade to let your lips 
really do the talking.

Emoji Heart Eyes Pop Socket
Stick this knob on the back of your smartphone to 
create a secure grip or as a stand for taking selfies. 
Plus, you can wrap your headphones around it to 
keep them organized in your bag.

Wireless Selfie Stick 
Always get your best angle thanks to this wireless, 
Bluetooth compatible selfie stick that folds up to a 
compact size.

Pink Selfie Light 
Clip this rechargeable mini ring light on top of your 
phone to give your selfies a lit boost no matter 
where you are. 

Do millennials have more fun?
Perhaps the proof is in the selfie. That's why we not only made this special Limited Edition Box even 
more extra with phone accessories to take your next selfie up a notch, but we also packed it with 
(totally Instagram-worthy) beauty goodies like a bubble face mask, a holographic highlighter, and 
a liquid foil lipstick. Whether you're curious about a trend or looking for a fun night in, celebrate 
everything we all love about the playful spirit of Generation Y with this box. 


